Evidence for self-association of a miniaturized version of agrin from hydrodynamic and small-angle X-ray scattering measurements.
Hydrodynamic studies of miniagrin indicate a molar mass that is 20% larger than the value calculated from the sequence of this genetically engineered protein. Consistent with this finding is the negative sign and also the magnitude of the second virial coefficient obtained from small-angle X-ray scattering measurements. The inference that miniagrin reversibly self-associates is confirmed by a sedimentation equilibrium study that yields an equilibrium constant of 0.24 L/g for a putative monomer-dimer interaction. Finally, Guinier analysis of the small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) results yields concentration-dependent values for the radius of gyration that may be described by the monomer-dimer model and respective R(g) values of 40 and 105 Å for the monomeric and dimeric miniagrin species. Although intermolecular protein interactions are endemic in the events leading to acetylcholine receptor aggregation by agrin, the matrix proteoglycan of which miniagrin is a miniaturized model, this investigation raises the possibility that agrin may itself self-associate.